Example 1: Solution Provider Provides Solution Directly to Carrier

1 See Part 5 for clarification on the distinction between providing a solution directly and booking the profile of that solution.

2 Date of carrier generation of LETS may vary by carrier, depending on when the fuel is consumed in the carrier’s transportation assets. LETS generation in direct consumption scenarios, though, cannot occur before the delivery of the fuel to the carrier.
Example 2: Solution Provider Books Solution Profile for Claiming by LSP
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Example 3: Solution Provider Books Solution Profile for Claiming by Carrier (Basic)

- Production
  - ≤ 12 months
  - Solution Provider Books Solution
  - ≤ 12 months
  - Carrier Claims Solution
  - ≤ 24 months of year of LETS booking
  - Carrier Generates LETS
  - ≤ 24 months of year of LETS booking
  - Carrier Books LETS
  - ≤ 24 months of year of LETS booking
  - Shipper Claims LETS
  - ≤ 24 months of year of LETS booking
  - Shipper Reports in Inventory
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Example 4: Solution Provider Books Solution Profile for Claiming by Carrier (Expanded)
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- Carrier Claims Solution
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- LSP Rebooks LETS
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